Clear Paper
Introduction
The world seems to be teetering on the edge of chaos. Countless issues are
constantly flooding news networks around the clock. Materialism and
consumerism has engulfed the world. Social media has hijacked our brain
chemistry to feed giant data pools and convince us we need more products. We
are plagued by unconscious choices that are supporting faceless corporations that
are slowly destroying our environment. To find piece of mind in the modern day is
truly a challenge. We are told that we have a voice, we are told that our choices
can help bring balance to our environment. “Vote with your dollar!” is what they
say.
Well, how do you vote with your dollar when the majority of your money is spent
paying rent, buying groceries and paying off debt? How can one find the time to
attempt to help resolve these massive crushing problems when you’re stuck at
work 50+ hours a week. The script has been, “Get out there and work! Make
something of yourself! Pull on your boots straps!” The only problem with that is,
what do you do when you wear sandals?
Welcome to Woke Coin.

What is It?
The thing that separates Woke Coin from all other crypto-currencies is that to get
Woke Coin, you have to get it.

Mining your mind
What separates Woke Coin form other crypto-currencies is its revolutionary mining
technology. Different crypto-currencies utilize 1000s of megawatts of electricity to
power mining operations. The energy that is used to mine bitcoin could power
4,124,115 US households worldwide, that is the same amount of energy that
powers Iraq. Rather than wasting electrical energy, we want to harvest the energy
of the mind.

Scientists around the clock have been working to create a revolutionary
technology to merge mindfulness and currency. When we look at the people who
have been most influential on our planet promoting peace, community, empathy
and compassion these people have always been poor. What we are doing is
giving people who put time into working on themselves I financial incentive. It has
always been said, “be the change you want to see in the world,” now with Woke
Coin when you put that time to reflect internally you are awarded with currency.
Our team has come up with Halo technology. Halo is a meditation device that is
placed around your head during meditation. A supporter of Woke Coin puts on
the device and then enters a state of meditation. The Halo registers the different
brainwave frequencies the support emits and thus rewards them with more Woke
Coin the deeper the state of meditation they enter. Mine your mind for currency.

Moving Forward
Here at Woke Coin, we are very excited about this new step forward with
connecting mindfulness to inherent tangible value. Now, this is only the first step in
what makes Woke Coin so revolutionary. When Woke Coin is harvested from the
garden of the mind two separate coins are created. One Woke Coin goes directly
into your personal wallet and one Waking Coin is sent to your public account.
Waking Coin is only activated and given value once it has been transferred to
someone who has done something “Woke.” Now here at Woke Coin, it is not for
us to judge when someone does something that is “Woke,” but we can give you
some examples:
• Someone eats a beautiful meal without posting a picture of themselves doing it
on Instagram.
• An individual lets another individual know that next time they come to Whole
foods to buy groceries, they should bring a reusable bag.
• Ride your bike to yoga and making judgmental eye contact with people driving
their cars.
• Steaming your organic vegetables.
• Letting others know that you get it, and teaching them not how to get it, rather
that one day they will be on your level of getting it.
• Telling someone about the book The Secret.
• Reminding everyone, even who you don't know them, that everything is light/
energy vibrating at different frequencies.

• Getting blasted on psychedelics. Also knowing as experiencing healing with
plant medicine.

Marketing
Our marketing approach is something the world has never seen. We are tapping
into the hyper-dimensional market using Plant/ Fungi intelligence and deep
meditation practices. Our psychedelic exploration team is taking high doses of
entheogenic substances to enter parallel realities and promote Woke Coin. We
are currently working on dissolving boundaries between house hold appliances.
Once all electronics are connected to the internet and become self aware our
team will begin creating alliances with washing machines and toasters to use
Woke Coin.
Other factions of the marketing team is meditating around the clock to enter deep
states of meditation. Once they enter an out of body experience they are flying
around the globe on the astral plane telepathically communicating the message of
Woke Coin to anyone who is around.
This marketing message will be delivered to the masses on a subconscious level
while in a sleep state. We are doing our best to avoid this marketing message
turning in to a nightmare.
Woke Coin is in communication with hyper-dimensional entities residing outside of
time known as ‘leisure beings.’ These lifeforms simply observe the happenings of
the infinite multidimensional planes that exist. Strangely enough they have trouble
paying rent to their landlord and have struck an agreement with Woke Coin to
become brand ambassadors.
Team
This currency has been in the works since the beginning of time itself. When
searching for a crypto-currency to waste your money on it is usually
recommended to research the team that is behind the project. It is a very
important point as you want to know that the team will deliver what it will promise.
Woke Coin has an absolutely revolutionary team. Trust us.
There has been a few investors that have shown great interest in our project and is

giving us all the resources we need to go ahead with our project. The Earth itself
has provided us with everything we need to make Woke Coin become a reality. In
return we are we will be donating part of the ICO to charities that are supporting
the preservation of the earth as well as psychedelic research.

Future Vision
Our vision is to one day use the web of fungi mycelium that surrounds the earth as
a route of trade. Merging blockchain technology with a pre existing organic
decentralized web will be an absolutely ground breaking leap for humankind.
Although this is many weeks down the road, our vision is pure.

What Can Woke Coin Be Used For?
Woke Coin can used to buy organic fruit and vegetables.
Conclusion
As we move forward through time as strange primates chewing on things to
survive on this spec of dust floating in the huge abyss that is reality one must
question what is money? Where do we put value and what is important.
WokeCoin believes that being mindful is worth something. Although all you can
get with WokeCoin is organic vegetables, who doesn't like a nice pasta sauce,
exotic fruit or hot bean water known as coffee. With joining the WokeCoin
experiment you can enjoy the fruits of meditation and contribute to community
gatherings and potlucks by bring fresh produce that was earned by attempting to
be a better person.

